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We are all sitting in the same boat and need
to know which island we are on our way to.
How can the island live up to our needs and
desires and where is it?
Once we know where we want to go we
will be able to cope with the changes in our
circumstances as boaters.
We need to take changes in wind directions,
oncoming boats and bad weather into consideration. We might need to tack our way
forward or steer towards another island to
take temporary shelter.
But we will not change our destination. We
know where we are and can therefore set out
our course.

Projecting our course.
There is a need for all municipalities to look to the
future. The whirling cranes, the establishment of
businesses and stores and the flourishing cultural
life are all proof that Luleå is an attractive municipality. We want this to continue.
”Changes take place automatically improvements
require conscious choices”.
Things change whether we want them to or not,
which can be a mixed blessing. The global world
that we are living in has an impact on us. The choice
is to either allow things to happen or to choose our
own path for new opportunities and challenges.
This vision for 2050 demonstrates how we would
like Luleå to be in the future. It provides guidelines
for the continued work of administrative departments and companies. Since the visions have been
drawn up through dialogues with citizens and the
business world, we hope that the direction in which
we will be heading can serve as a guiding star to
other players than the municipality in the development of Luleå.

The project group for Luleå 2050

The attractive and sustainable Luleå.

Our vision and images of the future shall communicate our hopes for Luleå’s future. It is important
to develop into becoming an attractive place to live,
work and visit in the future.
Attractive means different things to different people, so it is important to find the right mix that will
make the town and municipality as attractive as
possible, so that many people and companies will
find their way here, develop, prosper and stay.
Sustainability is a survival issue that provides security and belief in the future. Sustainable development can be divided into three parts: social, economic and ecological. The three parts are equally
important and mutually dependent on each other.
They can be explained as follows:
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY. The goal is a good

life and good living conditions. Quality of life is
based on the opportunity of participation and belonging, as well as conditions for security and good
health.
ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY. This signifies a

good economy as a means to achieving a good life.
Economic growth is one of the prerequisites of

welfare and is necessary in order to secure people’s
jobs, livelihood and social welfare.
ECOLOGICAL SUSTAINABILITY. This means

that everything we do must be kept within the
boundaries of the ecosystem. Economic growth
without increased environmental impact is both
possible and, in the long term, necessary. In international literature, such development is called
decoupling.
VISION AND IMAGES OF THE FUTURE.

More information about the process of the vision
for Luleå 2050 and how the work has been permeated by attractiveness and sustainability can be
found on www.lulea.se/2050.
The vision is an extremely long term goal, but it
doesn’t include everything on how we want Luleå
to be in 2050. It must therefore be complemented
with a number of images of the future.
The following pages contain our vision and five
images of the future, which provide more information, and clarification of the vision.

VISION

We are living
a rich and evolved life in a
tenacious and expanding region.
Along the coast of the Gulf of
Bothnia there is room for both
nearness and space, town and
country, width and extremity,
white expanses and light summer nights, the nature conservation value and the opportunities
it brings.
VISION LULEÅ 2050.

With natural new approaches
and a healthy flow of impressions, knowledge and changes,
we can create sustainable regeneration, making us one of the
most important Swedish coastal
regions and a role model nationally and internationally.

IMAGES OF THE FUTURE

Alive and Prospering.
LULEÅ 2050. We have faith in the future and are
living an evolved life in a steadily expanding region renowned for its drive and natural innovators.
Our region is characterized by variety and options
where the influences of the young are a source
of change. We have been successful in becoming
a society that economizes on energy and resources and our business world is strong in the global
economy.

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE. Our characterful and

varied residential areas contribute to a mixture of
people and businesses. The proximity to water and
nature, the proximity to places full of life and vibrancy, and the contrast between town and country
mean that everyone can find the perfect place to
live.
Energy efficient buildings constructed using new
materials and new technology provide resource saving and healthy homes. Every village and district
has its own centre, making it more attractive and
vibrant. These inspirational and safe places to grow
up form an image of Luleå for the inhabitants of the
future.
AN EXPRESSIVE FACE. The heart of the town is a

place that reflects faith in the future. It is an administrative and cultural centre with a steady flow
of people and ideas. It is compact, charming and
vibrant with a dynamic and harmonious mixture of
places of work, shops, homes, entertainment, culture and nature. The architecture connects the past
and the future and there is something very unusual
in the beauty of it. We have several landmarks that
confirm our strong personality.

GROWING POWER. The Luleå region has a strong

and varied business world encompasses the whole
scale from industry to educational institutions,
where large, strong companies collaborate with
smaller ones. We are able to compete with other
regions thanks to its large and varied employment
market. We are engaged in refining natural resources and region is attractive to new establishments.
Together with the university and the general public,
the business world is working to improve growth
with the development of goods and services that
use materials and energy more efficiently. The
region is one of Sweden’s most important areas of
growth with a steady increase in population.
EQUIPPED FOR CHANGE. We are equipped

for changes in the world around us with local
solutions and modifications. There are
prerequisites for a lifestyle
that is kind to both people
and the ecosystem. Cars
are not necessary for
coping with our daily
lives, as it is possible
for everyone to arrive safely either
by public transport or on foot.

Our consumption patterns have changed, we buy
new things that last longer and we ensure that old
things become new again. We are mostly self sufficient in terms of food, goods and energy and use
fuel that is produced in the region. The ecocycle
between the town and the countryside is in working
order and our resources in the forests, water and
countryside are thriving. There is also space here
for nature’s own values.

A PLACE FOR EVERYONE. This is a place where

everyone belongs. People of all ages enjoy our social
climate. It is a safe place to be at all hours. All of us
can provide for ourselves and find ways to develop and improve. There are places where different
generations and people with different tastes and
interests meet. This is a place where we feel good
and where we can choose our own pace of life and
direction. We are characterized by thoughtfulness,
which even suffices for people in other parts of the
world and generations that have not yet been born.
MEETING PLACES. Luleå offers events, activities

CLOSE BY. Almost everything
LULEÅ 2050. Our confidence makes us tolerant
and gives us the ability to handle a changing
world. Our openness to each other and the
world around us creates a healthy flow of impressions and renewal. Everything feels much
closer here and it is easy to lead a rich life.
We know that the lives we lead have meaning
to them and that we are all part of a bigger
picture. The culture and nature provide s with
space for recreation and seclusion.

in the Luleå region feels within a
comfortable distance, giving everyone the chance to lead a balanced
life. This nearness makes it easier to
spend time with family and friends,
get an education, have an impact
on the future and be active. There
are many different ways of moving
around and staying in touch, and
everyone has accessible alternatives.

and adventures all year round. There are many
different places, arenas and networks where people
can come together to develop intellectually, relax or
play sports. You can choose between relaxation and
challenges.
ALIKE DIFFERENT. The prevailing culture here

is one where the unknown and the different are
handled with curiosity, trust and tolerance. There
are people here from different places and with
different requirements. Everyone is free to express
themselves and we respect each other’s needs and
interests. Variation is a strength of the region, which
is safe, but never dull. We understand that we are
all different and it is a source of renewal.
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Space with proximity.
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See the opportunities.
LULEÅ 2050. We are well known for our courage
to dare to do something new, to stick out and to
lead the way. This is apparent in our business
world and society, research and education, architecture and infrastructure, culture and sport. Our
region is characterized by its ability to combine
social, economic and ecological sustainability.

blic. Students are attracted here
from the whole of Sweden and
the rest of the world. Student life
is a natural and well integrated
part of town life.
OPEN MIND, OPEN DOORS.

A POLAR STAR. The Luleå region is a role model

for renewal and a guiding star for sustainable development. We have the knowledge, confidence and
courage to project our course in a time of continual
change. We see opportunities in challenges offered
by change. We are used to integrating and cross
fertilizing businesses, which develops, improves
and provides new solutions to old problems. There
are many innovative people here with the will to
improve and take responsibility for the future. We
have a naturalness, a strength of will and an openness to the world around us and we provide space
for new ideas, new experiences and new people.
CHAINS OF KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNOLOGY.

We are characterized by life long learning in different environments and contexts. Knowledge is developed from elementary and secondary school via
upper secondary school to university and working
life. Our schools are, and have been for a long time,
a national role model. Luleå has a clear platform
in technological development, innovation and the
application of knowledge. Luleå University of Technology is the foundation with its large breadth and
unique leading edge. The university is respected
and well known all over the world and collaborates
intensively with the business world and general pu-

There are many seriously committed people here who take
initiative and contribute to this
vibrant and
exciting region. The
driving force behind
renewal is being able to
form and impact your own
circumstances.
Local
democracy is
alive and
our elected
representatives act openly
and create conditions
for a fluent dialogue.
Commitment and
ideas are put to use
through new channels of
influence that are constantly
being developed.

LULEÅ 2050. We are well known for our ability
to safeguard, put to use and convey the value of
our natural resources. Places along the Gulf of
Bothnia’s coastline provide distinctive seasons
with both polar nights and white expanses to
warm summers with light filled nights. This gives
us an identity which is expressed in art and culture, sports and adventures, homes and businesses.

THE BLUE PEARL. We have one of Sweden’s most

beautiful archipelagos with light filled summer
nights. Contact with water through rivers, lakes and
the sea both in the town and the country. The journey from rustic seaport to multifaceted coastal town
can be followed in the buildings, street system, activities and meeting places. The sea front areas are
places for nature, homes, businesses and activities.
THE WHITE EXPANSES. Snow and ice provide

light in the darkness of winter. The vast expanses of
ice and the snow covered forests provide a unique
outdoor life and new, temporary meeting places.
Our subarctic climate makes us an exotic destination, where snow and ice form an ever changing
landscape. We are widely known for our ability to
develop and create excitement with the contrast
between light and dark and to make the most of the
northern lights.

THE GREEN ROOM. The countryside is close and

accessible. It has healing powers and is a source of
relaxation, adventure and inspiration. Bits of green
find their way in to the heart of the town. The countryside is a place for people, but it also has a value
of its own with a variation of species and habitats.
We have a unique nature conservation value in
bogs, forests and cultural landscapes that have been
identified and protected. We consider our nature
conservation value to be wealth that we borrow
from future generations.
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Naturally colourful.

IMAGES OF THE FUTURE

A sense of direction and worldly wise.
LULEÅ 2050. We are one of Sweden’s most important coastal regions, a role model both nationally and internationally. This creates interest
and curiosity to become acquainted with our
nature, our knowledge and our business world.
There is continuous movement via air, land and
water from geographical and administrative borders. People, knowledge, competence, goods and
services are flowing past.

SMALL BUT LARGE. Luleå is part of a large geo-

graphical area and an even larger world, a piece in
a jigsaw puzzle on a map of the world that is a perfect fit. We have an understanding of our conditions
and how they are connected in a larger perspective.
We combine the flow of a large town with the nearness of a smaller one.
THE CENTRE OF THE CAP OF THE NORTH. The

Luleå region is Norrland’s largest employment market regions and functions as a centre of the Cap of
the North.
Growth and development are based on co operation between the nearby towns. There is a clear
and exciting range of businesses and many world
leading companies with national and international
brands. The railbound traffic along the coast of
North Sweden is a part of well developed goods
and passenger traffic. This contributes to a connected region where everyone can live and work.
SMART COMMUNICATIONS. Luleå has a clear

role as the most important hub in northern Sweden
for air, water, rail and road transport. Travel and
transport takes nature and people into considera-

tion. The system has been expanded
in both a north south and an east west
direction, enabling both expected and
unexpected meetings as well as the
continual exchange of goods and services.
There is also a local infrastructure
connecting the town with the country,
shops and places of work with homes, and the university with
the town centre. Public
transport has been
developed and is
the perfect choice
for everyone. New
technology makes
it possible to communicate whenever
and wherever and
provides a flexible exchange of information that everyone
can use.

From vision to reality.
A vision is a direction of will towards a desired
state. It should be rooted in the community and
based on consensus it provides the prerequisites to
be topical for a relatively long period. The images of
the future shall provide a clear image of the future
when the vision has been reached. They shall be
concrete and descriptive. The vision together with
the images of the future shall serve as a basis for
future strategies, programmes, plans and goals.
This will not, however, become a ”self playing
piano”. Methods, structure and a clear allocation of
responsibilities are required to keep the vision alive
and to set a course for the daily business. The vision
and the images of the future also need to be communicated outwards in order to spread the image
of a belief in the future and a driving force. It is therefore essential that a communication plan is drawn
up, with both an external and an internal perspective. The external communication plan ought to be
directed at and modified for each age group.
Part of the internal communication plan is that the
annual operations planning, both at a strategic level
and scorecard work, is based on the vision and
images of the future for all committees, administrations and companies. In addition to this, all the
strategies, plans and programmes developed by the
municipality’s administrations and companies shall
be evaluated and compared with the directions

pointed out in the vision and images of the future.
If modifications need to be made which lead to not
being able to follow the directions in the images
of the future, or if any of the three sustainability
concepts must be deviated from, specific reasons
ought to be given. We therefore need to develop an
assessment template.
Based on the direction of the vision and images of
the future, a number of principal goal areas shall
always be topical in order to ensure that work is
constantly in progress with concrete short and
medium term goals for the purpose of reaching the
vision. Goals within the following areas should therefore be established and revised after acceptance of
the vision:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Growth, population and the business world
Habitats and homes
Infrastructure
Health and welfare
Schools and education
Nature conservation
Environmental goals
Culture and conservation
Strategically important geographical areas such
as the region, countryside, archipelago, urban
areas and town centre.

